RECOMMENDATIONS FROM VARIOUS COMMITTEES - for possible action by the NYSPHSAA Executive Committee in December

MODIFIED:

- In the spirit of modified athletics, a baseball/softball player may be allowed to reenter a contest to replace an injured player only if all eligible substitutions were used during the game.
- With sectional/league approval, a two year pilot program in modified softball may be implemented that shall allow innings 1-6 to be completed at five runs or three outs. The 7th inning shall be played as a normal inning, with three outs and no run restrictions.
- For the purpose of ensuring that every eligible badminton/tennis player has the opportunity to play in a match, each player may play one additional singles or doubles match per day. The individual limitations/day for badminton and tennis (Reference: Modified Sports Standards Chart, NYSPHSAA handbook, pages 134-5) shall be increased to two matches per day, provided that every individual eligible player plays once before any player plays twice.
- Recommends Micki Bedlington (Section I) to be appointed as the NYSPHSAA girls’ softball sport coordinator.

OUTDOOR TRACK AND FIELD

- Increase in the number of passes for coaches/supervisors at the State Meet.
- Recommends approval of future championship sites; 2011 in Section 5 and 2012 at Cicero-North-Syracuse.

ICE HOCKEY

- Recommends two(2) divisions based on enrollment with a cutoff of 1100.

WRESTLING

- Starting weight class is still drawn, recommendation to follow the Federation Rule and have the pre-meet disc toss for choice of odd/even matches in dual meet matches. This would be a removal of the waiver already in place.
- PSAL and CHSAA to receive at-large bids if they placed in the top 4 of the preceding year’s NYS State Tournament.

BACK TO SECTIONS FOR DISCUSSION: Postponed to December Meeting

- Dues – For 2010-2011 a dues increase of $30 per school and $.03 per student.
- Boys Basketball - 1. To approve the use of NFHS rule 2-2-1 for all NYSPHSAA Championship semi-finals and finals adopting the replay review rule if it can be done at no additional expense to the Association. 2. Officials have to attend a clinic or work some form of a game/scrimmage to have experience in three (3) person officiating in order to work the State Tournament.

REMINDER - Please remember to submit your football, soccer and volleyball rosters electronically by going to our website www.nysphsaa.org and click on the CHAMPIONSHIP button.

WRESTLING CLINIC

OCTOBER 30, 2009

RIT

Register Now

FREE ImPACT Webinar

November 12, 2009

7:00 - 8:30 PM

One hour of instruction & 30 min Q & A

Register at www.impacttest.com/workshops.php

Suggest three topics for discussion to Lloyd Mott at

Fit4lifeconsulting@gmail.com